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North-west Europe Tour  

1– 11 May 2017 (11 days / 10 nights) 

 

DAY 1 – Prague (Czech Republic) 

Departure early in the morning. When arriving in Prague in the afternoon we go on a 3-hour 

long guided tour exploring the main sights and attractions of the city. The tour starts in the 

medieval centre (Old Town Square) and walks you through Charles Bridge, one of the 

oldest bridges of Europe, and ends in the Prague Castle complex.  

Free time in the afternoon. Dinner at the hostel. 

 

Notice: Please prepare snacks & sandwiches for the day as the first provided meal is dinner at the hostel! 

Accommodation: Prague 

 

DAY 2 – Travel to Cologne (Germany) 

We set off to Cologne, Germany. We travel all day. Dinner at the hostel. 

Accommodation: Cologne  

 

DAY 3 – Cologne (Germany), Amsterdam (The Netherlands) 

We visit the world-famous gothic masterpiece, the Cologne Cathedral, then we go 

to the Lindt&Sprüngli Chocolate Museum. In the afternoon we travel to 

Amsterdam, the capital of the Netherlans. Dinner in the hostel.  

Accommodation: Amsterdam 

 

 

DAY 4 – Amsterdam (The Netherlands), Brussels (Belgium) 

We take you on a guided canal cruise in the heart of Amsterdam passing all of 

the city’s highlights in the morning. Then we travel to Brussels, where we go on a 

combined bus & walking tour in city centre. Dinner at the hostel. 

Accommodation: Brussels 
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DAY 5 – Travel to London (United Kingdom) 

We leave Brussels right after breakfast and travel to England. We cross the English 

Channel through the Strait of Dover by boat, then we set off to London. We explore 

the very best of the city in the afternoon with our guide on a combined bus & walking 

tour. Dinner at the hostel. 

Notice: Passport & visa control before entering the ferry. Don’t forget to put your documents in your hand luggage! 

Accommodation: London 

 

DAY 6 – London (United Kingdom) 

You have free time all day long and you can visit and explore all the sights you 

had a glimpse at the previous day. Recommended sights and places: Big Ben, 

Westminster Abbey, Trafalgar Square, The British Museum, Tower of London, 

London Eye, Buckingham Palace, Royal Observatory Greenwich, Madam 

Tussauds Museum, Tate Modern, St. James’s Park, Hyde Park, Canary Wharf.  

Notice: No dinner at the hostel. 

Accommodation: London 

 

DAY 7 – Travel to Paris (France) 

We travel back to the Continent through the Channel Tunnel (Eurotunnel) right after breakfast. We arrive in Paris in 

the evening. Dinner at the hostel. 

Notice: Passport control before entering the train. Don’t forget to put your passport in your hand luggage! 

Accommodation: Paris 

 

DAY 8 – Paris (France) 

We go on a guided sightseeing tour by bus stopping at every major attraction of the 

city in the morning. You can visit and explore the sights on your own in the 

afternoon. Recommended sights and places: Notre Dame, Musée du Louvre, 

Pompidou Centre, Sacré-Coeur, Musée d’Orsay, Pére Lachaise cemetery, Eiffel 

Tower, Arc de Triomphe, Montmartre quarter, Pont Neuf, etc.  
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Notice: No dinner at the hostel. 

Accommodation: Paris 

 

DAY 9 – Reims, Strasbourg (France) 

After breakfast we leave for Reims, where we visit the Cathedral of Notre-

Dame de Reims, a World Heritage Site. Then we travel to Strasbourg and 

arrive there in the evening. Dinner at the hostel. 

Accommodation: Strasbourg 

 

 

DAY 10 – Strasbourg (France), Munich (Germany) 

We discover Strasbourg with its cobblestone streets, charming historic centre (La 

Petite France), elegant Louis XV buildings, and picturesque canals in the morning. 

Then we travel to Munich, which lies on the fringes of the Bavarian Alps in 

Germany. We explore the historic inner city on a guided walking tour. Dinner at the 

hostel. 

Accommodation: Munich 

 

DAY 11 – Travel to Budapest (Hungary)  

After breakfast we set off to Budapest. We plan to arrive at 18:00. 


